Building Healthier Communities Together

We connect health and social care.

UNITE US
Our Connection to this Work

Our digital infrastructure supports individuals seeking services across the nation.
Technology company that connects health and social services via the Unite Us shared technology platform

Closed-loop referrals

Live network in across multiple counties with 300+ community-based organizations

Participation varies. YOU let us know how you want to participate.

No cost to community-based orgs and to most community health centers

Support provided. From technical assistance to training to IT support

Unite Washington live

Launching in 2022
The Vision

A person-centered, community-based system, where:

People are easily connected to the right service, quickly and efficiently.

Service providers can view, coordinate, and collaborate on their clients’ care beyond the services they provide.

Outcomes data is tracked and leveraged to demonstrate impact, increase visibility of gaps in services, and improve access to services for all.
“When I started working here, it was overwhelming to see all the possible resources and try to decipher which is the best fit. That’s why I like Unite Us, because I can filter the broad list of resources to find the resources that are the best fit for the individuals that I’m working with”

Tobey Solomon-Aug, Food Bank Manager, FamilyWorks Seattle
“If you desire meaningful change in our communities, you need to be on the Unite Us platform—it's that simple. Whether you are a community leader, health worker, or activist, what is the goal? Here is a platform that creates the linkage.”

Annah Irungu, Executive Director, Teenagers Plus
Who's Involved

**Network Partners**
Send and receive referrals, share client updates, actively maintain their organization's profile, guide how best to implement the network within their region based on realities on the ground.

**Funding Partners**
Catalyze regional efforts to impact health and wellbeing, provide strategic guidance for the creation of the coordinated care network, fund community partner access to the network, and promote network growth.

**Convening Partners**
Catalyze regional efforts across different sectors; convene local leaders to provide inclusive, community-led strategies and governance; and enable interoperability between existing networks.

**Unite Us**
Coordinates ongoing community engagement and partner onboarding, provides ongoing training and support to users, monitors aggregate engagement data to provide support to partners, and solicits feedback.
Client privacy is our priority.

1. We never share client data without consent. Consent offered in +50 languages.

2. We protect clients’ most sensitive information. Substance use and other sensitive information is never shared beyond the service provider.

3. We keep client data secure. Period. The Unite Us Platform is HIPAA compliant and HITRUST certified.
Software Demo

[Image of a software interface showing a client profile with care team members and open cases.]
Together, we’re changing the future.

www.UniteUs.com

Gracious Gamiao
Senior Community Engagement Manager
gracious.gamiao@uniteus.com

Schedule a Meeting

Submit Your Partner Registration Form
Registration Form

What is this form? Why is it important? How do I fill it out? When is it due?

An Organization’s Profile or Partner Registration Form tells the Unite Us team that your organization is ready to join the network and how you will be participating
- **Only one form** has to be submitted for an org.
- The org’s **point of contact should complete** the form.
- You can save the form and finish it at a later time.
- Average estimated time is about 30 minutes to complete form

It provides crucial information about:

1) **Your org and the services you all provide**
   - Location, Contact Info, Description

1) **How you will be participating in the network**
   - Sending and/or Receiving Referrals

1) **Users at your org and their access**
   - Contact info and their user role
Thank you!

Looking forward to partnering with you.